I was dreaming

Deep sleep

I was dreaming that I was

In love?

I dreamt that I was a cactus

In Love?

In Love with a porcupine
In love?

A porcupine?

(Look at each other)
Dreaming that I was a cactus
You dreamt that I was a porcupine?
(Look at each other again)
The beauty of collaboration
But why do I have to be a porcupine?
Do you want to be the cactus?
A cactus is stately
(Look at each other again)(both sigh)
You be the cactus
No, no it was your dream
I didn’t have this dream; it’s a Poem
Poem? It’s not true it’s
Fiction
Fiction?

Fiction
It’s causing friction

Do you want to be the cactus (nods yes )
(Joe gestures with hand)*************(Switch sides!!!!!!!!)
I dreamt that I was a cactus
In love with a porcupine
Watching the moon rise
Watching the moon rise
The moon
the desert floor
Moon beats
the deserted floor
In my broad house
I was leaving
I dreamt that you had just left
The door
I heard the lament of the tired screen door
Wishing you well and a safe journey
Wishing you well and a safe journey
A dreaming cactus rooted to the stars
A dreaming cactus bound to the earth
I leaned a little forward
Forward
Urging the world to turn
Turn its back

On the moon
On the moon

And hurry towards darkness
So no one will see
So no one will see saguro tears

Yes
Glistening in the moonlight

I see your broad cactus like back
As it plows over my scarred floor

Do I look back?

Well, it is your dream
Do you want to be the cactus for awhile?

It’s a poem
Not a porcupine?

*********(switch sides again!!!!!!!!!!!)
If I was dreaming that I was a cactus in love with a porcupine
In the poem you were dreaming
(Joe gives Susan a look)
If I was a cactus in love with a porcupine
(Joe pointing to Susan, Susan points to herself and mouths “Me?”)
I would dream that we could dance one more time
If I looked up at you just so
Yes, then I could see the crescent of the new moon
In your eyes of darkness
In my eyes of darkness?
And for a moment
I would lean backwards
To slow the world and time
To slow the world and time

And for a moment
To slow the world
yes, to slow time

To that moment
Moment between heat and shadow
This is when I thought I knew the truth

between heat and shadow

Instead of endless error

But I couldn’t hold on
Don’t let go
And the edges gave way
And the edges gave way
Things fell apart
Things fell apart
And the world
And the world

I relaxed my hold on it
The Moment you relaxed your hold on it
It spun
Spun out of control
And the moon
Yes
Moon was dazed
It wandered in a violent path
Violent path from star to star
I want to keep dreaming

Go back to sleep

I want to keep dreaming that I am a cactus in love with a porcupine
I want to keep dreaming that I am a porcupine in love with a cactus

